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1. Introduction

In statistics the applied criteria are often only indirect-
ly connected with decisions taken on base of the obtained
inference. In many cases another way is hardly possible be-
cause the conseauences of decisions cannot be guantified or
even the set of possible decisions cannot be properly deter-
mined. However, sometimes these difficulties can be overcome
and then statistical decision theory with a meaningful loss
function can be applied. ~

In this paper this is done for a problem in the theory of
inventory control, the so called determination of the econo-
mic lot size. If the probabilistic behaviour of the demand
is not fully known and information from ttie past is available
it is shown that in a lot of cases the classical formula for
the economic lot size has to be adapted in a non-trivial way.
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2. The problem of the economic lot size

We consider the following inventory problem.
The times between the demands for a single item of some pro-
duct are positive independent identically distributed random
variables with a finite expectation of u days. The stock on
hand is continuously reviewed. If the zero level is reached
immediately a replenishment consisting of a lot size of a
units takes place (a ~ 0).

Let v be the ínventory holding costs per day and q the
reorder costs per lot size (v ~ 0, q~ 0). Then the average
costs per day with respect to an infinite period of days
equal

~ 2v(atl) -~ q~(au)

with probability one.
The amount K(a) of it that can be influenced by the choice
of a is equal to

Zva f q~(au),

and this can be ~.~ritten as

(1) K(a) -

with

r---
~~`~ {~'Y . a t ~. á}

y - ~2q~v .

For sake of simplicity we treat the variable a as a real
nurnber in stead of an integer. Then the minimal value of
K(a) is

(2) Kmin - r2qv~U
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and the corresponding optimal value of a is

(3) amin - rYIU

the well-known formula for the economic lot size.
For actual application of (3) the expectation U has to be

replaced by an estimate based on observations from the past.
Suppose observations of n times between demands are available
(n-1,2,...). These observations form a realization of a ran-
dom vector X-(X1,...,Xn), with components Xi that are
positive independent identically distributed random variables
with finite expectation u.
If we use the estimator X- EXiIn for u then with (3) the
following decision rule is obtained:
if x-(xl,...,xn) is observed, choose ~nYlExi to be the lot
size.

In what follows it will be shown that in a lot of cases
this decision rule can be improved. Other decision rules are
proposed.
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3. Statistical decision theory

Before proceedina with the problem of the economic lot
size as stated in section 2 we give a short outline of sta-
tistical decision theory. Measure theoretic formulations are
omitted. For a general exposition we refer to [1].

A statistical decision problem is determined by specifying
the sample space ~ of possible realizations of the observable
random vector X, the parameter space 0 where 8 E 0 determines
the distribution Pe of X, the decision space A of a possible
decisions, and the (real valued) loss function L on 0 x A
where L(9,a) is the loss of the decision a E A given 6 E 0.

A randomized decision a is a probability distribution on

A. If possible, its loss L(6,a) is defined as the expected

loss with respect to a. Let ~`denote the set of randomized

decisions a for which L(0,a) exists for all 6 E 0. Identi-

fying a E A with the probability distribution degenerated at

a we can write A c~.

A(behavioral) decision rule S is a function from 3E to ~.
If possible, its risk R(0,S) is defined as the expected loss
with respect to the distribution Pe of X, i.e.

F:(6,S) - E~{L(8,S (X) )}, 0 E 0. Let .~ denote the class of

rules S for which R(0,d) exists for all 6 E 0.

A non-randomized decision rule is a rule with range contained
in A. Let D denote the subclass of all non-randomized deci-
sionrules of ~ó.

The rule S E~ is said to be as good as S E~ ifi - - z
R(A,S ) ~ R(9,S ) for all 6 E 0. This partial ordering in

i - z
is considered as the natural ordering. Given a subclass ~ 0
of a75, the rule S E~ is said to be best in ~ if S is as0 0 0 0
good as any rule S E~. In general there does not exists a0
best rule in ~ o~

The rule S E ~L is said to be better than S E ~i if S is1 z i
as good as S and if R(E3,S ) ~ R(0,S ) for at least one 6 E 0.

z ~ z
A rule S E~ is said to be admissible if there exists no rule
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better than 8.
l~ subclass ~lo of o`l1 is said to be essentially complete if ,

given any 8 E.~ , there exists a rule do E~ that is as good0
as 8. In looking for reasonable rules the attention may be
restricted to an essentially complete class.

Sufficient statistics lead to essentially complete classes.
Given a function t from the sample space 3E to some space .l
the random vector T- t(X) is said to be sufficient for
0 E 0 if the conditional distribution of X, given T- t, does
not depend on 8 for (almost) all t E T(with respect to P8
for all 6 E 0). If ~o is the subclass of ~ with rules based
on T(i.e. S(xl) - d(x2) whenever t(xl) - t(xZ)) then 2o is
essentially complete (see [1], theorem 1, p. 120). As long
as we restrict our attention to ~o its rules may be considered
to be defined on j in stead of ~. Even T- t(X) can be inter-
preted as the observable random vector and Í~as the sample
space. This procedure is called reduction b~ sufficiency.

Sometimes, even a further restriction is possible. Let
Do c`~ be the class of all non-randomized rules based on0
the sufficient statistic T for 6 E 0. If A is a convex subset
of a finite-dimensional Euclidean space and if L(0,a) is
convex in a E A for every 6 E 0 then Do is essentially com-
plete, provided that for some 0, c and e~ 0 we have that
L(6,a) ~ e Ilall f c for all a E A, where Ilap denotes the length
of a(see [ 1] , theorem 2, p. 121) .

Since in general there does not exist a best rule in
(and therefore also not a best rule in any essentially com-
plete class `~50 of`3i) we have to formulate an additional selec-
tion principle to come to a definite choice of a rule. There
are two possible ways:

lo) Restricting the class ~i of all rules to some class ~1 by
imposing reasonable conditions to the rules in such a
way that 2i contains a best rule. The principles of in-i -
variance and unbiasedness belong to this catagory.
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2~) Completely ordering the class `~ì of all rules with some
reasonable principle that agrees with the natural ordering
(i.e. if 81 is as good as d2 then according to the prin-
ciple d is not prefered to d). The minimax - and Bayes -z 1
principle belong to this catagory. In our analysis of
the problem of the economic lot size we emphasize the
principles of invariance and minimax.
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4. The specific model

The problem of section 2 is formulated as a statistical
decision problem by specifying the sample space ~, the para-
meter space 0, the decision space A and the loss function L.
We take:

- For ~ the positive part R} of the n-dimensional Euclideann
space because this set contains the possible realizations
of the observable random vector X-(X1,...,Xn).

- For 0 a set such that 6 E 0 fixes the distribution of an X..i
Since the Xi are independent and identically distributed
the distribution Pe of X is determined by 6. The expectation
U- u(0)-of the Xi can be considered a known function of
e E o.

- For A the interval (0,~) because any a~ 0 is a possible
choice for the lot size.

- For L the ratio of K(a) and Kmin' given by (1) and (2). It
is reasonable to judge a choice of a decision a E A on this
ratio. Furthermore, this particular choice simplifies the
analysis. Thus, for all 8 E 0 and a? 0:

(4) L(6,a) - K( a) - 2 {~uYe) .a f ~u~ . á}.
min

Since the loss function is non-negative we can allow infi-
nite risk. Therefore any non-randomized rule d belongs to D.
With (4) we get for all 6 E 0 and d E D:

R(e.d) - 2 L uYe) - Ee{d(X)} f ~ué~ ~ F8{l~d(X)}~

If t is some function from ~ to a set T such that T- t(X)
is sufficient for 6 E 0 then the class Do of non-randomized
rules based on T is essentially complete. For, A-(0,~) is
convex, L(8,a) given by (4) is convex in a for every 6 E 0,
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and L(0,a) ~ z~V(0)~Y'a for all a~ 0.
We consider two assumptions with respect to the distribution
of the Xi.

Assumption I. (Poisson-demand)

The demands arrive according to a Poisson-process with

intensity 0~ 0. So Xi E Ne(1~0), 0 E 0 with 0-(0,~), i.e.

the Xi are exponentially distributed with scale parameter B.

The following properties hold:

a) The distribution of the Xi is fixed by its unknown exFec-

tation, i.e. u(0) - 0 with 0-(0,~).
t

b) There exists a function t from )E- Rn to ~-(0,~) such

that T- t(X) is sufficient for 0 E 0.

c) The distribution of T has scale parameter 0, and E1{~T} ~~
E1{1~,~T} ~ ~.

In what follows we choose T- EXi. Then T E r(I~e,n), a gamma
distribution with scale parameter 0 and shape parameter n.

Assumption II.

The assumptions are just the properties a), b) and c)
following from assumption I.

The assumption II is far more general than I.
If Xi E r(p~0, p) with unknown 0~ 0 and known p~ 0 we can
take T- EXi again. However, if Xi E U(0,20), the uniform
distribution on [0,20] with unknown 0~ 0, then T- max Xi
stiffices.

In what follows reduction by sufficiency will always

be applied. So, T is the observable random variable with

sample space ~- (0,~). The rules of the essentially complete
~

class Do are defined on J.
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5. The principle of invariance

For the general decision problem of section 3 the concept

of invariance is defined as follows.

Let G be a group of transformations from )E onto itself

with group operation the usual composition of transformations.

The statistical decision problem is said to be invariant

under the group G if

lo) for every g E G and every 0 E 0

whenever P~
h that r~-(e) 1s the
is the distribution

there exists a unique
distribution of g(x)
of X,

20) for every g E G and every a E A there exists a unique

g(a) E-A such that L(6,a) - L(g(0), g(a)) for all 0 E 0.

P- (non-randomized) decision rule d E D is said to be invariant

if

d ~g (x)~ - g ~d (x)~

for all x E 3E, g E G. It is reasonable to restrict to invariant

rules.

For the problem of the economic lot size we Y.ave:

Theorem 1.

Suppose the statistical decision problem of the economic

lot size as defined in section 4 satisfies assumption II.

a) The problem is invariant under the group G of scale trans-

formations from ~-(0,~) onto itself, where G is defined

by

G-{gc~ c~ ~: gc(t) - ct, t~ 0}.

b) The subclass of invariant decision rules of Do is

D1 -{dc, c~ 0: dc(t) - rcY~t, t~ 0}~
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and for all dc E D1 and 0~ 0 we have

(5) R(0,dc) - 2 I E1{1~~T}.,~C t E1{rT}~,~c] .

c) The best invariant rule d~ of D is unique and determined
by

i

(6) c~ - E {~T}~E {1~~T}.i i

Its risk is given by

(7) R(6,d ) - E {~IT}.E {,~T} , g ~ 0,
c~ i i

d) In particular, if assumption I holds we have

(8) c~ - n - 2

(9) R(6,d ~) - 1~P(nf~).P(n-~)~I'(n) , 6 ~ 0.c

Proof

a) Suppose gc E G. If T has the distribution Pe then gc(T) - cT
has the distribution PcB because 6 is a scale parameter of
T. Thus,

~~(a) - ce, e ~ o.

Further, ~~iith ( 4) and u( 6) - 8 we have for some gc(a) E A
that

L(gc(0), gc(a)) - z ~-{Jc.gc(a)} f ~j{Jc.gc(a)}

and this equals L(6,a) if

gc(a) - a~~c, a ~ 0.
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This shows that the problem is invariant under G.

b) An invariant rule d E Do satisfies

d(gc(t)) - 4c(d(t)), t, c~ 0

or with a):

d(ct) - d(t)~Jc, t, c~ 0.

Take t- 1 and replace c by t. Then

d(t) - d(1)~Jt, t ~ 0,

which proves the first part of b).
Further, for dc E D1 we have with (4):

R(e~dc) - 2 IEe{1~JT~e}'Jc f E8{ ,é},Jcl.

and this gives (5) because 6 is a scale parameter of T.

c) The risk of dc E D1, given by (5), does not depend on 6.
Therefore the best rule of D can be found by minimizingi
to c. This gives (6). Substitution of (6) into (5) gives (7).

d) Under assumption I we have T- EXi E 1'(1~0,n). With (6),
( 7 ) and

E8{Tp} - 6p I'(ntp),r(n}, P

we get (8; and (9).

Remark 1) .

Note that any rule dc E D1 with c~ c~ is inadmissible.
Even in the case that T- EXi in general c~ will be different
from n. In particular this is shown by (8) for the case of
Poisson-demand. We conclude that in a lot of cases the rule
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obtained by replacing u by X- EXi~n in the formula for
the economic lot size is inadmissible.

Remark 2).

In general a rule S E~ is said to be unbiased if

Ee{L(6'r8(x))} ? Ee{L(8,8(x))}

for all 6, 6' E 0(see [2], p. 12). It is easily checked
that under assumption II the rule d~ is unbiased.

c
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6. The minimax principle

For the general decision problem of section 3 the minimax
principle says that S1 E~ is prefered to 8

2

mum risk of d is less than that of d, i.e.i z

sup R(0,8 ) ~ sup R(6,d2)
eEo 1 eEo

E ~ if the maxi-

A rule 8 E.`~ is said to be minimax if its maximum
0

minimal, i.e.

sup R(0,S )- inf sup R(6,d)
gE~ 0 6E ~̀i 8E0

risk is

Sometimes minimax rules can be found using the Bayes prin-

ciple. Given a probability distribution T on 0 the Bayes risk

r(T,8) of S E `elì with respect to T is defined, if possible,

as the average risk of S with respect to T. If T is such that

r(T,d) exists for all 8 E~ then the Bayes principle says

that 8 E~ is prefered to S E`~ if the Bayes risk of ól is
i z

less than that of F, i.e.
z

r(T,8 ) ~ r(T,d )i z

A rule S E~ is said to be Bayes with respect to T if its
0

Bayes risk is minimal, i.e.

r(T,do) - inf r(T,S~
~E ~j

~ -- -

If a Bayes rule exists it can be choosen non-randomized (see

[ 1] , p. 43) .
Non-randomized Bayes rules can be easily found in the fol-

lowing way. Introduce some random vector Z with values in 6

and distribution T. Interpret T as the marginal distribution

1' of Z and Pa as the conditional distribution of X given Z- 6.

t~ Then the simultaneous distribution of (X,Z) is determined
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and therefore also the marginal distribution of X and the
conditional distribution Tx of Z given X- x. In this context
we call T a rior distribution and Tx a posterior distribution.
For any d E D we have

r(T,d) - E{R(Z,d)} - E{L(Z,d(X))} -

- E{E{L(Z,d(X))IX}}

This assertion

So, a Bayes rule d E D can be found by determining for every
x E,j~, that value a- d(x) E A for which the so called poste-
rior loss

1(Tx,a) - E{L(Z.a) ~X - x}~

the average loss of a E A with respect to the posterior distri-
bution Tx, is minimal. Further, the minimum
be found by averaging the minimal posterior
to the marginal d'stribution of X.

If for
and if d 0

some d E D the risk R(0,d )0 0
is Bayes with respect to some

then d is minimax.0
is not Bayes
there exists

does

t-r~. ~ ~
í~tc',.~~

Bayes risk can
loss with respect

not depend on B
prior distribution,

maintains to hold
but only extended-Bayes, i.e. for every
a prior distribution T(E) such that

r(T (e) ,do )~ inf r(T (e) ,d) f E
dE D

if d 0
e ~ 0

(see [1), theorem 3, p. 91). This theorem will be applied in
the proof of the following theorem:

Theorem 2.

Suppose the statistical decision problem of the economic
lot size as defined in section 4 satisfies assumption I.
Then the decision rule d~ E Do, with c~ given by (8), is
minimax. c
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Proof

From (9) it follows that the risk of d~ does not depend
c

on ~. Therefore we have to prove that d~ is extended-Bayes. .
Let T~~Q with a, Q~ 0 be the prior distribution of a

random variable Z with values in 0-(0,~), fixed by the
property that 1~Z E P(~,Q). The conditional distribution of
T- EXi, given Z- 0, is I'(1~0,n). From this it can be easily
shown that for all t~ 0 the posterior distribution Tt of Z,
given T- t, is fixed by the property that 1~Z E I'(tt~, nfQ).
Then for the posterior loss with respect to Tt we obtain:

1(Tt~a) - 2 LJ ' E{~Z} f á . E{1~rZ}~ -
Y JJJ

- 1 ~P (ntQ-~) {a (tf~) ~Y} f I' (nfQf~) I{a~(tfa) ~Y}~2P (nfQ)

This loss is minimal for

Y (nfQ-~i)
a~~Q - t f a

with minimal value

1(Tt,a~. Q) - I' (nfQt~) . I' (nfQ-~) ~r (nfQ) .

Therefore the rule d~~Q defined by

(10) da,Q(t) - Ytn~Q~~) ~ t~ g.

is Bayes with respect to i~~Q. Since 1(Tt,a~~Q) does not depend
on t it equals minimum Bayes risk. Thus,

(11) r(Ta,B'da,Q) - I'(nfQt,) ' i'(nfQ-~)~r(nfQ)
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Further, the risk R(6,dc~) given by (9), does not depend on 8.
Therefore the Bayes risk r(T~~S,d ~) is equal to it.cThis gives

(12) r(T~ ~.d ~) - VI'(nt2) . I'(n-~)~r(n)~ c

For fixed a~ 0 and (3 -~ 0 we get from (11) and (12) that d~
is extended-Bayes. This completes the proof. c

Remark

For every a,(3 ~ 0 the Bayes rule d~~s is admissible because
the support of T~~S is (0,~) and R(6,d~~R) is continuous in 6
on (0,~) (compare [1], theorem 3, p. 62). With (10) it follows
that every rule dc E D for c~ n-~ can be obtained as theilimit of a sequence of admissible Bayes-rules. However, for
c~ n-~ this limit itself is inadmissible. So we have found
an example that a limit of a sequence of admissible Bayes
rules is inadmissible.
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7. Conclusions

Under assumption II the rule d~ is the best invariant
c

rule under the group of scale transformations (theorem 1).
Furthermore, under assumption I of Poisson-demand this rule
is even minimax (theorem 2).

Therefore the choice of the rule d~ for the problem of
c

the economic lot size as described in section 4 is a reason-
able one.
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